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Across
1. a natural number greater than 1 that cannot 
be formed by multiplying two smaller natural 
numbers

4. One answer

9. Two lines are Perpendicular when they meet 
at a right angle (90°).

16. Y=Mx+b

17. is the greatest factor that divides two 
numbers.

19. a type of distribution that has two possible 
outcomes

20. y-y₁=m(x-x₁)
21. a compound inequality

22. An expression of more than two algebraic 
terms

24. give you the product of the original two 
numbers.

25. the numbers written in front of the variable 
with the largest exponent.

Down
2. solving a problem
3. the result of a binomial multiplied by itself.

5. are equations where the variable is within an 
absolute value operator

6. The sum of all the exponents of the variables

7. a point where the graph of a function or 
relation intersects the y-axis of the coordinate 
system.

8. a way of writing down very large or very small 
numbers easily.

10. a mathematical object is a standard way of 
presenting that object as a mathematical 
expression.

11. involving the second and no higher power of 
an unknown quantity or variable.

12. a polynomial consisting of three terms or 
monomials.

13. a standard way of presenting that object as 
a mathematical expression.

14. consisting of one term.

15. the highest of the degrees of the polynomial's 
monomials with non-zero coefficients.

18. are lines in a plane which do not meet; that is, 
two straight lines in a plane that do not intersect

23. a number that describes both the direction 
and the steepness of the line.


